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Introduction: Manual tracings of lateral cephalogram are routinely used in orthodontic practice.
The process involves precise identification and tracing of anatomic landmarks. However, certain
landmarks like point A, are frequently obscured due to soft-tissue shadow or poor radiographic
contrast. The alternate points described in the literature to estimate point A are insufficient to
draw reliable data for clinical. The objective of the study is to estimate the reliability of alternate
points to point A for precise cephalometric tracing.
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Materials and Method: Lateral cephalograms of 72 patients (34 males and 38 females) were
selected from pre-treatment records of skeletal Class I patients visiting Kantipur Dental College
Hospital, Kathmandu. Three alternative points to Point A were constructed manually in a
lateral cephalogram as AX (Jacobson and Jacobson), AY (Tindlund et al) and AZ (Bongaarts et al).
The angular measurements of SNA, SNAX, SNAY and SNAZ were calculated. The normality of
distribution of data was assessed using Shapiro-Wilk test. The difference between the SNA angle
and the three alternate angles: SNAX, SNAY and SNAZ were compared using Mann-Whitney U
test.
Result: The means of samples were calculated as SNA: 81.50±3.39°, SNAX: 81.90±3.30°,
SNAY: 82.25±3.23°, and SNAZ: 85.22±3.48°. There was no significant difference between
SNA-SNAX and SNA-SNAY (p>0.05). However, there was a statistically significant difference
between SNA-SNAZ (p<0.05).
Conclusion:The alternate pointsAX and AY as described by Jacobson and Jacobson (1980) and
Tindlund et al(1993) were found to be reliable and could be used when Point A was obscured.
Keywords: Lateral cephalogram; Point A; Skeletal malocclusion.

INTRODUCTION
Lateral cephalograms are routinely used in orthodontic

Roentgenographic Cephalometrics also stated that point A
as defined by Downs was more appropriate.4

practice for diagnosis and treatment planning, estimation

Few authors have described alternative point to point A.

of growth, treatment progress and evaluation of final

Jacobson and Jacobson (1980) described a point 3 mm

outcome. In manual technique, the cephalogram istraced,

labial to the long axis of root of maxillary central incisor as

marked for landmarks and cephalometric analyses are

an alternative to point A.6 Tindlund et al (1993) utilized

performed. As a two-dimensional projection, certain

a constructedmaxillary point (max P) on anterior maxilla

landmarks may be concealed due to soft-tissue overshadow,

instead of point A.7 Bongaarts et al (2008) used a point in

disparity in the skeletal structures or poor radiographic

reference to prosthion and palatal plane.8

1

film.2 Point A or subspinale is among these landmarks
prone to become obscured.

The objective of this study was to estimate the reliability
of the alternate points given by Jacobson and Jacobson,

Anthropologically, Downs defined point A as the deepest

Tindlund et al and Bongaarts et al for precise cephalometric

midline point on the premaxilla between ANS and

tracing.

prosthion.3,4 It is a reference point to determine sagittal
skeletal relationship of the jaws.3 The ANB angle stated

MATERIALS AND METHOD

by Reidel (1952) which relates the jaw to anterior cranial

A cross-sectional study was conducted at Kantipur Dental

base also depends upon proper identification of point

College Teaching Hospital and Research Center during

A.5 The findings of the Second Research Workshop on

October 2020 to December 2020.The ethical clearance
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Landmarks:
1.

Sella (S): Center of pituitary fossa, the geometric
center of the sella turcica

2.

Nasion (N): Most anterior point of frontonasal suture
in the midsagittal plane

3.

Orbitale (Or): Lowest point on the inferior rim of the
orbit

4.

Anterior nasal spine (ANS): Anterior tip of the sharp
bony process of maxilla at the lower margin of anterior
nasal opening

Figure 1: Cephalometric landmarks
was taken from the Institutional Review Committee,

5.

Posterior nasal spine (PNS): Posterior spine of the
palatine bone constituting the hard palate

6.

Point A/ Subspinale (A): Most posterior midline point
in the concavity between ANS and prosthion

Kantipur Dental College.
The sampling technique was convenient sampling. Sample

7.

Point B/ Supramentale (B): Point at the deepest

size was determined as 65 using the data from the study

midline concavity on the mandibular symphysis

of Gupta et al.9 When 10% of permissible error was added,

between infradentale and pogonion

the total sample size was 72 (i.e.,65+6.5). Subjects above

8.

13 years of age with fully erupted permanent maxillary
anterior teeth, skeletal Class I jaw relationship and ANB
angle 0º to 4º were taken in the study.
The radiographs with shadow that would obscure the

in the midline that projects most anteriorly
The alternate points were marked as follows:
1.

of the long axis of the root of the maxillary central

The radiographs of patients with previous history of
and

dentofacial

orthopedic

incisor (Jacobson and Jacobson) - Figure 2A

treatments,

missing/malformed permanent tooth germ, cleft anomaly

Point A alternative 1, AX: Point plotted 3 mm labial to
a point between the upper third and lower twothirds

identification of point A were not included in the study.
orthodontic

Prosthion (Pr): Point of the maxillary alveolar process

2.

Point A alternative 2, AY: Point formed by the

or other craniofacial malformations with gross deformities

intersection between a line parallel to the plane

were excluded.

joining ANS and PNS (palatal plane), 7 mm below,
and the anterior contour of the maxilla (Tindlund et

Lateral cephalograms of 34 male and 38 female samples

al) - Figure 2B

were used to measure the angular parameters in the study.
Manual tracing was done on a view box with a 2B pencil on

3.

Point A alternative 3, AZ: Projection of point Pr on

transilluminated light. The landmark points were marked

a line parallel to the palatal plane, 7 mm below the

as shown in Figure 1.

palatal plane(Bongaarts et al) - Figure 2C

A
B
C
Figure 2: A. Point A alternative 1, AX which is 3 mm labial from a point at upper 1/3rd and lower 2/3rd of the
long axis of root of maxillary central incisor, B. Point A alternative 2; AY formed as an intersection of anterior
maxilla and a line parallel to and 7 mm below the palatal plane, C. Point A alternative 3; AZ, a point 7 mm
below the palatal plane projected perpendicular from prosthion.
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The angles were measured as follows:

DISCUSSION

1.

ANB: Sagittal skeletal relation of the maxilla and

The study of Tindlund et al and Bongaarts et alwere

mandible

performed on lateral cephalograms of cleft patients.7-8

SNA: Anteroposterior position of point A in relation

Since the cleft patients had defect in the point A region,

to the plane joining Sella and Nasion (anterior cranial

the alternate points relating the anterior maxilla, palatal

base)

plane and prosthion were utilized for cephalometric

SNAX: Anteroposterior position of point AX in relation

analyses. In the present study, the radiographs of skeletal

to the anterior cranial base

Class I malocclusion without any anomalies were taken to

2.

3.
4.

evaluate whether there is any difference among the point

SNAY: Anteroposterior position of point AY in relation

A and alternate points.

to the anterior cranial base
5.

SNAZ: Anteroposterior position of point AZ in relation

According to the present study, there was a significant

to the anterior cranial base

difference between Point A-AZ but not among A-AX and
A-AY when angular measurements were compared.The

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS V21. The

point AX was measured from the long axis of the root

descriptive statistics were calculated and Shapiro Wilk

of maxillary central incisor. The proclination of incisor

test was used to analyze the normal distribution of data.

affects the position of point A. It might be the reason

Mann-Whitney U test compared the differences of SNA

for insignificant difference between A and AX. Similarly,

with SNAX, SNAY, SNAZ.

the point AY is taken in reference to palatal plane formed
by line joining ANS and PNS. The position of ANS have

RESULT

been found to affect the location of point A in vertical

The mean, standard deviation, standard error of mean

and anteroposterior plane.10 Thus, the results might have

and range of the measured parameters are given in

shown AY as a reliable point. However, the point AZ showed

Table 1. The measurements showed SNA: 81.50±3.39°,

more forward position than point A when projected from

SNAX:81.90±3.30°, SNAY: 82.25±3.23°, and SNAZ:

prosthion which might be the reason behind the difference.

85.22±3.48°. The data were not normally distributed
when analyzed from Shapiro-Wilk test. Mann-Whitney U

A study by Singh and Shivaprakash examined the reliability

test showedthat there was a significant difference between

of these three points in vertical and horizontal relations.11

SNA and SNAZ. However, significant differences were not

Their result showed that the alternate point by Tindlund

present whenSNA was compared withSNAX and SNAY

et al7 was more reliable than other two methods. However,

(Table 2).

the present study showed that the alternate points as

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of parameters (in degrees)
Angles

Mean

SD

SEM

Range

SNA

81.50

3.38

0.39

73.50-86.50

SNAX

81.90

3.30

0.38

76-88

SNAY

82.25

3.23

0.38

75.50-88.50

SNAZ

85.22

3.48

0.41

78.50-92.50

Table 2: Mann-Whitney U test of the parameters (in degrees)
Group

Mean

Mean Rank

SNA

81.50

70.67

SNAX

81.90

74.33

SNA

81.50

68.12

SNAY

82.25

76.88

SNA

81.50

53.42

SNAZ

85.22

91.58

p-Value
0.597

0.207

0.000*

*p<0.05 (significant)
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described by Jacobson and Jacobson and Tindlund et al,

study has a limitation as is based on a two-dimensional

were reliable. The difference in the results of point AX

radiograph and manual tracing.

(Jacobson and Jacobson) with our study might be due to
population variation and sample size difference.
Patel et al compared the nearest alternative maxillary apical
base landmark for point A substitution.12 Their result
showed that point A described by Jacobson and Jacobson
closely approximated the point A which is in agreement
with this study.

CONCLUSION
The alternate points to Point A as described by Jacobson
and Jacobson (1980) and Tindlund et al (1993) were
found to be reliable and could be used when Point A was
obscured. The alternate point as described by Bongaarts et
al (2008) overestimated the value of Point A and could not
be alternatively used in Nepali samples.

The alternate points to Point A are prone to measurement
errors during tracing and digitization. Hence, the result
of the studies should be interpreted with caution.8 This
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